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Western Europe hoped to reclaim its place on the international stage by uniting the peoples of Europe. Pro-European movements, some of which originated in the Resistance, moved into action and vigorously promoted the idea of European unification. The ideal of a united Europe, which had already been popularised by certain elite circles during the interwar period, rapidly gained ground in the wake of the Second World War. Thousands of young people dreamed of a united Europe, sometimes even of a unified and peaceful world. With regard to the form that European unification might take and the procedures that might be involved, ideas often diverged according to political and ideological affiliation. The Cold War context for European liberal intergovernmental integration included US policies constituting the strategy of containment towards the USSR. US incentives to coordinate west European policies towards the Communist bloc targeted mid-range power allies. The founding, deepening and widening of post 1945 European integration continues to exploit the political opportunities that the US containment strategy towards the USSR generated. In Europe, the US was generally allied with respective national self-determination impetuses opposed to Soviet domination during the Cold War. In the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Asia, however, US containment strategy during the Cold War often placed the US in opposition to nationalist movements.